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A PLAN FOR EVALUATION OF THE FINANCIAL CRU1ES BUREAU 
OF THE ILLINOIS ATTORNEY GENERAL'S OFFICE 

I. INTRODUCTION 

This report deals \-/ith the design of an "evaluation for the Financial 

Crimes Bureau (FCB) of the Illinois Attorney General's Office. It is based 

on a study conducted under contract to the III i noi s Attorney Genera" s 

Office. The study has included interviews v/ith the staff of the FCB, 

with the head of the Investigations Division of the Illinois Depart-

ment of Revenue and Taxation, and fisld trips to Washington, D.C., and Seattle, 

Washington, to obtain information from the Project Director and the Evaluation 

Directol~, respectively, of the Economic Crime Project of the National District 

Attor-;neys Association, and from the Law Enforcement Assistance A.dministration. 

The Financial Crimes Bureau is funded by a discretionary grant from 

the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration, which requires that an 

evaluation of each grant be made. Since there appeared to be no comprehen

sive evaluation of prosecutorial offices like the FCB which could be used as 

a model, it was decided jointly by the FCB and the Illinois Law Enforcement 

Commission that the first step would be to design an evaluatiqn procedure. 

A •. "Seasons for Evaluating theFCB 

As previously mentioned, evaluation of the FCB is a grant requirement. 

For LEAA, this requirement serves a number of purposes: to decide whether 
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the program should be promoted in other jurisdictions either as operate~ 

here or on a modified basis; to determine whether the grant should be continued 

ortermina~~d; to determine whether the funds it is allocating to the program 

are bei ng spel1t properly; and whether the program is worth the cos t. Fo!" 

. the Office of the Attorney General t an evaluation is useful in determining 

whetller state funds shoul d be used to support the program after LEAA funds 

are withdravm. At the program or operational level, an evaluation points 

out to the program director the strengths and weaknesses of the program, and 
-

may suggest changes to improve its operation. In addition, it should not be 

forgotten that every public agency is accountable to the citizens it serves, 

and a thorough evaluation makes a major contribution to accountability to the 

public. 

Some recent evaluations in criminal justice have shattered long-held 

beliefs. Preventive police patrol appears to have little deterrent effect 

on crime, according to a Police Foundation study (Kel1ing"et·21, 1974). It 

was also reported recently (Martinson, 1975) that attempts to rehabilitate 

offenders in correctional institutions apparent1y have had 1I~.ereciable 

"effect on"recidivism" (emphasis in the origina1)~ a finding which is changing 

correctional policies in Illinois and'elsewhere. It is not likely that the 

evaluation of the FeB will have an impact of the same magnitude as these 

evaluations, but to consider it just an exercise to fulfill a grant condition 

would be to waste information which would assist both FCB officials and 

prosecutors throughout the United States. 
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B. . "Economi c Crime" 

Many terms have been used to describe the same phenomenon: white-collar 

crime, business crime, ocupational crime, financial crime, and economic crime. 

All relate to crimes corrnnitted \'rithout the use of force, usually based on 

transactions of a business nature. The definition of economic crime used 

by the National District Attorneys Association in its Economic Crime project 
is 

~ • 0 an illegal act or sel~ies of illegal acts conrnitted by 
non-physical means and by concealment of guilt, to obtain money 
or pl~operty, to avoi d the payment or loss of money or property, 
or to obtain business or personal advantage. (Battelle, 1974: 10) 

The term economic crime will be used in this report, as defined above. 

C.ReportContents 

There are six sections in this report. The next section describes 

the operation and goals of the FCB. Section III describes some of the 

difficulties associated with evaluating the FCB and similar economic crime 

units. The fourth section describes factors to include in evaluating the 

.effectiveness of the FCB. Section V outlines the reporting system and proce

dU}~es needed to obtain data for the evaluation. The last section describes 

the uses to \'Jhich the information provided by the evaluation can be put. 
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II.· . OPERATION AND GOALS'OF'THE'FCB -- . 

A. ' 'Background 

In 1970 the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration (LEAA) gave a 

discretionary grant to the Illino'is 11,ttorney Generalis Office to set up a 

Special Prosecution Unit (SPU), which was funded through March 31,1974. 

The FCB, a di rect descendant of the SPU, \·tas also funded by an LEAA 

discretionary' grant, as was the Prosecution AssistaDce Bureau (PAB).* 

According to the FCB staff, in prior years little attention was paid to 

t cOllcerning the misappropriation of state funds, prosecution under statu"es 

"Blue Sky" law violations, state insurance codes, and state tax la\'Js prior 

The FCB was to be established to expand the effort to the advent of the SPU. 

in these and related areas. mong e A th spec'"fl"C proJ"ects to be undertaken were to: 

lI(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

(e) 

prepare an inventory of businesses and publi~ and ~rivate 
institutions that have been the ~ubject of allegatlons or 
the appearance of illegal operatlons; . 

cOITUllence grand jury investigatio~s of those case~ in 
inventory which warrant such actl0n; 

the 

secure further official investigations in the remaining cases; 

prepare a sumnary of all misdemeano~ ~nd felony statutes, Wh~ch 
are not contained in the regular crlmlnal code of the state, 

establish liaison with police agencles an oca " d 1 1 pros ecutors. "** 

B.'" . Presel1t Oeerati on 

The description of the operation of the FeB will be confined to the flow 

and processing of ln orma 10n "f t" related to investigations and cases. It was not 

* Not included in this study. 

** F a e 7 of Grant Application, "Financial Crimes Bureau, Prosecution 
A~~~s~a~ce Bureau", funded as LEAA Discretionary Grant No. 74~DF-05-00l6. 

--- -----
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the intent of this contract (and beyond the expertise of the author) to 

evaluate legal strategies or personnel practices within the FCB. 

Most of the caseload for the FCB comes from the Investigations 

Division of t~e Illinois Department of Revenue and Taxation. The Investi

gations Division was created in 1969. 

The cases that are investigated include violations relating to the 

following taxes: State income tax, retailer's occupation tax (sales tax), 

motor fuel tax, cigarette tax, public utility tax, hotel-motel tax, liquor 

tax, lottery tax, and coin-operated amusement devices tax. 

Most cases are generated through citizen initiative: employees, compe-

titors, customers, and othel~ informants notify a state agency of the possible 

violation, and the Investigations Division is called in by that agency. In 

addition, state income tax returns may conflict "lith Federal returns, or the IRS 

may notify the state that a person they are investigating may also have an 

additional state tax liability, or the state tax return may appear' suspicious in 

its own right, or an individual may display more 'tlealth than he reports. 

Cases are also generated through the initiative of the FCB staff. An 

advertisement for' a stock, a franchise offer, an investment plan, or a IIget

rich-quick ll scheme may prompt a follO\~-up by a member of the FCB. Securities 

cases may be referred to the FeB by the Securi ti es and Exchange COlnn; ss i on. 

f~any cases deserving of criminal prosecution may be settled by the SEC v.fith a 

consent decree, due to the SEC's manpower limitations.* 

The 'range of cases handled by the FCB is quite broad. r~ost of the 

routine cases consist of violations relating to the Retailers Occupation Tax 

(ROT), that is, the sales tax: falsifyin"g the return, fail"jng to file, operating 

*It was only recently that the SEC agreed to share the fruits of its investi
gations with the FCB. This agreement presages an increase in FCB a~.tivity in 
the securities area. 

" 
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under a revoked license and the like. The major cases can also relate to 

failure to file a state tax return*, but is expected that they win be in areas 

in which majO\~ frauds are not unconmon: Securities, franchises, insurance, 

pyramid schemes, etc. 

The FeB is first notified of a routine case \<Jhen it receives a copy of 

the arrest log (Figure 1) from the Investigations Division. The receptionist 

logs the court date on the FeB calendar, ~nd prepat'es, a revenue docket sheet 

(Figure 2a) to be put in alphabetical order in a loose-leaf binder containing 

all curent revenue dockets. Two yellow 3 X 5 inde~cards are filled out with 

the information shown in Figure 3. A case jacket file is also prepared (Figure 

4) and the arrest log is put into it. This file and the index cards are given 

to the supervising Assistant Attorney General, who assigns the case and notes the 

name of the assi gned AAG on the cards. One card is kept ina fil e box in 

the office of the supervising AAG, the other is filed by the receptionist. 

The court dates are kept on a calendar by the receptionist and a 

calendar is distributed weekly to all staff. The receptionist is informed 

of all changes in court dates and dispositions to keep the calendar current. 

The new information is also noted on the revenue docket sheet. 

When a case is closed the yellow cards are thrown away and the revenue 

docket sheet is added to the documents in the case file, Which is put in a file 

drawer containing closed cases. 

For major, non-routine, cases the proce~ure is quite dirferent. The pri

mary reason for the difference is that the investigation for major cases is 

often conducted by the FeB, v/hereas the Investigations Division completes 

*E.g., State v. Massarella~ where the defendant was convicted of defrauding the 
state by selling fuel oil as diesel fuel and thus avoiding the state motor fuel 
tax. 
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the investigation of minor cases before the FCB receives the case. Pink 

index cards are used for these cases, often without the prospective defen

dants' names to ensure confidentiality. Different docket sheets (Figure 2b) 

are used for major cases. 

All current case files are stored in unlocked file cabinets in one 

office. File control is maintained by the use of sign-out cards to replace the 

file when it is checked out by a AAG. Since neither this office nor the Bureau's 

suite of offices is particularly secure, it is recommended that some measures 

be taken to 'improve the security of those files considered to be sensitive. 

Documentary evidence is at the heart of most financial crime cases; it 

can seriously jeopardize a case if the documents are misplaced, lost, or stolen. 

It may also be considered worthwhile to change where the file box of index 

cards and the revenue docket book are kept. Although they do not contain 

irreplaceable information they are presently easily accessible from the ante

room through the receptionist's window. 

In order to improve file record-keeping, a sequential number should be 

. given to each new investigation, complaint, or case in the FCB. In addition, 

should the FCB increase in size it may be necessary to formalize file control 

procedures, such as having one of the supporting staff act as librarian. 

The information included on the above-mentioned forms is adequate 

fo'r maintaining file control and determining the status of the cases. How

ever, it is insufficient for the' purposes of evaluation. 

i 

, <-
, ' . . , 
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'Goals'Of.the'Finanti~l 'CtimeS'BOteay c. 

The goals of 

II (a) 

the first year of operation were to: 
" t"on and routine; 

al~ effect,' v'e opel"ati on, organlZa , establish I 

FeB. 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

(e) 

identify the most effective statutes; 

I ether further legislation is required and, if so, 
di s'cover w 1 

what kind; 
"" ." t -1 east three separate are~s 

return major ~nd1ctments "~~e: insurance, misappropY'iat10n of 
of endeavor (l.e., securl 1 , 
state funds, credit fl"Bud); 

" h" s with appropriate police 
firmly establish working relatl?~s 1P 
agencies and local prosecutors. 

h goals can be inferred for the 
Aside from those listed above, ot er 

of the FCB is to reduce economic 
First and foremost, the overall goal " 

achievement of this goal requ1reS 
crime in the State of Illinois. The 

such as maintaining liaison with other 
the achievement of the listed goals, 

and publicizing the activity and 
. 's making successful prosecutions, agencl e , 

f tl FCB All of these goals are not equally 
success a 1e • 

amenable to evaluation. 

d " the next section. 
The reasons for this arediscusse 1n 

• I •••••••• It' •• \ ••• I I I I • I "' •• I' If' • I ••• 

" 1 Crimes Bureau, Pros~cution 
t A lOcation "Financ1a DF 05 0016 

,*From page 7 of G~anf n~~d1as LEAA Discretionary Grant No. 74- - - .' 
Assistance Bureau , u 
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II I. ' ',PROBLHIS 'HITH' EVALUATI NG' THE 'FCB 

Although much has been written recently about evaluation (Suchman, 

1967; Caro, 1971; Maltz, 1972; Weiss, 1972; Glaser, 1973; Abert and Kamrass, 

1974), it is of limited applicability to the needs of the FCB evaluation. 

The problems faced by the FCB evaluation include small numbers of cases, 

their lack of compaNbility, the lack of a control group, and unreported crime. 

A •. 'Sma 11 Numbers 

Most evaluations are conducted statistically; i.e., large numbers of 

cases involved in the program under evaluation are needed. But the FCB may 

have only a few cases in process at anyone time, with completion times 

running from a few weeks to years. An evaluation based solely on statisti~s 

would, moreover, overemphasize the prosecution of routine cases vis-a-vis 

the mo\~e complicated and significant ones. 

B.' 'Lack'of Comparabilit,t 

Evaluation normally assumes that the cases m~king up the statistical 

data base are equivalent. In criminal justice evaluations, one robbery, say, 

is often considered equivalent to another despite major differences in harm 

done. The differences among cases prosecuted by the FCB ~lOul d be even 

greater than the differences among robberies. In other words; FeB ca.ses 

cannot simply be counted in the evaluation but must be weighted according 

to their impact. 

Heights for crimes comnonly conmitted by juvenile delinquents have been 

incorporated in a Crime Seriousness Index (Sellin & Wolfgang, 1964). The 
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C51 has been widely used as an indicatol~ of the sel"iousness of c\~ime; however, 

it is not an appropriate weighting scheme for economic crimes, since it 

applies ess~ntially only to those crimes included in the UCR. Another 

weighting scheme must be used for economic crimes. 

C. ' . Lack' of a ContrEl GrouE.. 

There is no way of dividing Illinois.. into "experimental" and "control" 

areas, and operating the FeB in only the experimental area. Aside from the 

obvious practical problems, such an experimental de;ign is ethically and 

legally out of the question. Nor can another state be compared to Illinois; 

the differences in laws and law enforcement procedures are too great to 

allow valid comparisions. One alternative to an evaluation comparing experi

mental and control groups would be an evaluation comparing before and 

after. This evaluation also has difficulties, however, related to the extent 

of unreported economic crime. 

.9 •.. Unreported' Crime 

For economic crimes there are often no specific victims to act as 

complainants. The harm is frequently'distributed among many victims, and 

appears in the form of a degraded environme~t or increased prices or taxes, 

rather than impacting only on to specific victims. 

Even when a specific victim exists, he may not be aware of his loss 

(Edelhertz, 1970: 15). If he is, he may not be aware that the loss consti

tutes a crime. If he is, he still may not report the crime: embarassment, 

complicity, fear of publicity, or a feeling that little would be gained even 
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if the authorities are notified: all contribute to the low reporting rate. 

Employers are often reticent to report the crimes of their employees if they 

agree to make restitution,* because they feel no additional purpose would be 

served. In other words, it ;s likely that the great majority of economic 

crimes are never reported. This makes it difficult to ascribe a reduction 

in reported crimes to program effectiveness, especially when true success 

may even cause an inci~eased awar'eness of economic crimes, leading to an 

increase in reported crimes. 

*This practice is often illegal; see Lipson (1975). 

,., 

, " 
, . 
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IV •.. FACTORS' TO' BE' CONSI DERED' I N' H1PtE11.~NTI NG' TIlE' F~B . EVALUATION - .. 

As was mentioned ,in Section II, the overall goal of the FCB is the redu

tion of economic crime in the State,of Illinois. The first step in the 

design of an evaluation requires the further explication of the logical 

connection between cause (i.e., actions of the FCB) and hoped-for effect 

(reduced economic crime). 

A •.. Eva hlat; ali "togi c 

Figure 5 depicts one such set of logical connections concerning the 

FCB. It is not the only possible one, but will serye as a starting point 

for the evaluation. 

'Perpetrators of economi c crime (Box 1) commi t economi c crimes (Box 2). 

Many are not r.eported, because of a lack of awareness of the victims of the 

loss or of the laws, or because of embarassment or other reasons (Box 3). 

Those crimes which are reported may be reported to the FCB directly by 

victims (Box 4); by employees, competitiors or customers of the offender (5); 

through other agencies (6); or through lawyers, accountants, or other inter

mediaries (7). In addition, economic crimes may be discovered by the FCB staff 

themselves (8). A preliminary assessment of these cases is made (9). 

Not all of these crimes are investigated and prosecuted with the same 

degree of vigor. Depending upon their seriousness and upon tbe priorities 

and workload of the FCB (10)) they may be nolle'd or terminated (11), post

poned, or followed up immediately (12). The cases are pusued by the FCB (13? 

to their final status. The amount of harm caused by the crime ;s determined 
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(14). The status and final dispositions of the FCB's cases are connnun-icated, 

via press releases and other means, to the news media which publicize them 

(15). This publicity is then IIfed back ll to the offenders (16), who are 

presumably deterred from committing such crimes, and to the victims and others 

who might report these crimes (17), who are presumably encouraged to 

report them. 

Using this IImodel ll of the FCB and its effect, we vJill base the 

evaluation bn the following questions: 

1. How are pri ori ti es detel'mi ned and operati ona 1 i zed by 
the FCB (Box 10)? 

2. How successful is the FCB in prosecuting or otherwise 
handling the high-priority economic crimes (Box B)? 

3. ~ow mu ch harm is repres ented by thE' cr'i mes h andl ed by 
the FCB, and how much harm has been prevented (Box 14)? 

4. To what extent can we detel~mine' if economic crime has 
been deterred by the FCB (Box 16)? 

A word as to units of measurement: The term IIcase", which is used here

in, has a definite meaning to a prosecutor, and is one possible unit of 

measurement. Other possibilities include enumerating the number of investi-

'gations, or charges, or defendants. A single case'usual1Y includes a num

ber of defendants and charges, and may also be the result of more than one 

investigation. On the other hand, a number of cases may result from a single 

investigation or may involve a single defendant. Since there .is no clearly 

superior unit of measurement, one must choose among the available units 

based on the needs of the evaluation. It is felt that the case is the 

10giGal unit to use since the prosecutor has decided, after looking at all 

of the evidence, investigations, charge~, and defendan~s, that the contents 
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of the particular "case" are logically connected and SllOUld be tried as a 

single entity. By accepting this unit, however, it should be kept in mind 

that not all prosecutors would demarcate the case similarly, and that the 

dividing line is often based on 'prosecutor'ial strategy rather than logic. 

B.' 'Case' Priorities (Box 10) 

The determination of prosecutive pr10rities is one of the most important 

responsibilities of a prosecutor's office, especially in the area of 

economic crime. Often, the mOl"e significant the crlme, the more difficult 

and expensive it is to prosecute, and the lower the chances of success. An 

office which does not clearly spell out its priorities runs the risk of 

being charged with selective prosecution. The cry of lIv/hy me?" from a 

prospective defendant is more likely to be heeded in an economic crime 

case than in a corrmon crime case, especially since the prosecutor often has 

the alternative of proceeding with a civil tria) or out-of-court settlement 

rather than a criminal trial. 

To determine the'stated priorities of the office, the evaluation should 

include analysis of the office's grant appTication, enabling legislation 

and any legis1ative discussion, and interviews with the head of the office. 

To determine the extent to which these priorities are in fact being followed, 

one can look at the office's staffing patterns, caseload, and means of case 

generation. 

1. The staffing patterns should reflect the priorities insofar as 

there is discretion in hiring and allocating personnel to progl'ams. An 

office without an investigative staff, for example, will not be able to 

pursue complicated cases unless it can arrange to IIborrow ll investigators 

from other agencies. 
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2. The caseload of an office should not be measured by the number of 

cases of each type, but by the man-hours devoted to each type. Furthermore, 

this evaluation criterion should be considered in conjunction with the 

opportunities available for prosecutions of each type and the relative 

qual i ty of the cases. 

A prosecutor's office can make its own opportunities. An office 

in which most of the caseload is generated_ by other agencies has developed 

de factp. pr; ori ti es -- to sej've as the prosecutor; alarm of these agenci es. 

An office with a broader mandate will generate cases on its own initiative 

as well, and the extent of this type of case generation is a measure of the 

extent to which the prosecutor's office maintains control over its priori

ties ratller than permitting its agenda to be modified by the agencies 

which supply it with cases. 

C. Case Outcomes (Box 13) 

The traditional measure of effectiveness used to evaluate prosecutors' 

offices is the conViction rate; i.e., using only those cases in Box 13 which 

go to trial or end in a guilty plea or its 'equivalent. For the most part 

this is a measure of how well the prosecutor can gauge the strength of the 

cases ha selects to prosecute. A very high conviction rate (approaching 

100%) might well indicate a weak prosecutor's office, one that is unwilling 

to take chances and test new legCll theories or statutes. For this reason, 

the raw conviction rate shoUld not be used as a measure of effectiveness. 

All of the cases and complaints coming in to the FCB should be included 

in its "box score". The reasons for not prosecuting cases should be given, 

as shoul d the reasons fo)' settl; ng a case prior to tri a 1, for accepti ng a 

.' , ' .. -... . " 
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plea, for using civil rathel' than criminal penalties, and for lOSing a case. 

A sample summary sheet for this aspect of the evaluation is given in Figu)~e 6. , 

;D •. 'Harm (Box 13) 

Neither the enumeration of crimes not the weighted sums of crimes (Crime 

Seriousness Index) is adequate as a measure of economic crime. A scheme 

which has been proposed for the measurement of common, crime, that is exten

sible to economic crime, is a multi-component index of harm due to crime. 

The components are property loss, physical injury, -and psychological injury 

(Maltz, 1975). 

It is recommended that only the property loss component be used in the 

initial evaluation of the FeB, although it is recognized that physical and 

psychological injuries are often caused by economic crimes. Noncompliance 

with pollutioD or safety standards can ca'use deaths or injuries, or shorten 

the lives of many people. Economic crimes can also reduce the trust people 

place in government, in criminal justice, or in the comnercial and business 

world. However, the primary harm caused by economic crime is economic in 

nature, and this should be reflected in the evaluation. 

One measure of the economic harm is the dollar loss to the victims. 

Another measure which should be used is the time value of this loss, essen

tially the number of days' pay lost by the victim(s). This is considered 

to be a more realistic indication of the harm befalling the victims, since 

it is a measure of the effect the crime has on them. Discussions with the 

staff of the FeB indicate that they appear to give higher 'priority to cases 

in which the losses are great compared to the victims' financial position. 

Therefore, this measure of harm due to property loss should be useful in 

setting FCB priorities. 
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For crimes in which the state is the victim it is possible to estimate 

the harm to the citizens of the state. For example, if $10,000 of state 

taxes are iJlegally avoided, this falls upon the tax-paying citizens as an 

additional ta~ burden they must assume. If the average household income in 

Illinois is $10,000 (the actual figure can be obtained from Census Bureau 

data), the loss is equivalent to the loss of one year's wages by an Illinois 

household. In other words, although the harm to each citizen is infinitesimally 

small, the aggrogate harm is significant and dwarfs the corresponding 

harm caused by the average robbery or burglary. 

E. Deterrence (Box 16) 

There is a major problem in gauging the deterrent effectiveness of an 

economic crime program. It is intuitively appealing to assume that a well

publicized conviction in the economic crime area will deter others* from 

comnitting the same offense (Zimring & Hawkins, 1973: 45), but there is no 

easy way of proving it. An increase in reporting the crime may signify a 

heightened awareness, a realization by other victims that the criminal 

justice system can help them (Box 17), or it may signify an increase in the 

illegal activity. And similarly, a gecrease in reporting after a publicized 

case could mean that there are fewer cases of illegal activity (Box 16) or 

that fewer victims are reporting the crime. There is, however, a difference 

in the ''lay olle ''1oul d evaluate the deter\~ent effecti veness of the FCB, 

depending upon whether tIle victim is a private citizen or whether the victim 

is the state. 

*At lenst, While the publicity lasts. The i,\i;blicity may also point out to 
othtH'S nn easy way of making money, to be ,(J'~<:!d as soon as the furor dies 
dO\~n. 

~ ... ,. . ......... "'. \# .. 
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When private citizens are the victims one cannot measure deterrence with 

any degree of confidence. But it is possible to keep track of the number 

and nature of all crimes reported to the FCB, and to determine the number in 

which the pub-licity surrounding a prosecution made the victims and others 

aware of the FCB's interest in the particular type of economic crime. That 

is, if'deterrence cannot be measured, it may be possible to measure awareness, 

an intervening variable between the threat of a sanction and the extent to 

which the threatened behavior is avoided. Media coverage can be measured 

(Box 15). Both victims (or potential victims) and "those in the same business 

as the offenders can be interviewed concerning their knowledge of the FCB's 

action in the target areas of prosecution (See,Section F below). 

When the state is the victim, it may be possible to estimate the deter

rent effectiveness of the FCB for certain types of economic crimes. Past 

investigations in the FCB have discovered patterns of avoidance of state 

taxes in specific industries or segments of the cOlTUllunity. The extent to 

which the tax revenue increases from these sources (i.e., above normally 

expected increases) can be used as a measure of deterrence. 

,F. ' . P6pU 1 at ion' S urvey's 

A frequently used method of evaluating a program is to make a survey 

of the general population, or of a segment of the population affected 

directly by the program. One can contemplate using such a survey to 

determine the number of people who have been (or are aware that they have 

been) victimized by economic crimes, or to determine whether the citizens 

of Illinois are aware of the different types of economic crimes and of 

the recourse they have through the Illinois Attorney General's Office and 

, . 
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the FCB, or to find out the extent to which businessmen in an industry which 

has been the subject of an FCB prosecution are aware of the issues involved. 

Surveys of this type are very expensive because a large sample would 

probably be required to obtain statistically reliable data. However, there 

are indications that a survey of economic crime awareness and victimization 

experience would be quite useful. Surveys were recently conducted for the 

evaluation of the Economic Crime Project of the National District Attorneys 

Association. Although the data have not yet been analyzed completely, they 

indicate that the elderly are victimized by economic crimes to a much greater 

extent than the general population.* It is possible that this finding is 

due to sampling bias, since the response to the rather lengthy questionnaire 

was about 25%; however, the victimization rates of the elderly were high 

enough to be noteworthy even after taking the nonresponses "into account. 

Information of this sort is very valuable as an aid in setting priorities. 

The actual design of the vicitimization survey, however, should await the 

analysis of the Economic Crime Project survey. 

" 

*Personal cOll1l1unication from Herbert Edelhertz, Evaluation Director, Economic 
Crime Project. 

Ij 
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V." "INFORMATION'REQUIREMENTS . ... -

The types of information required and their sources are described in 

this section. Much of the information is obtained from forms to be filled 

out by the FCB staff. The forms described herein should be modified as 

needed after they have been "field-tested". Their general functional 

features should not change drastically, although their specific content may 

be modified considerably after testing them. 

A.' 'Crime'Classification 

It is useful to classify the types of crime handled by the FeB. It 

would also be helpful if the classification scheme used by the FeB 

w~re consistent with that used by other prosecutors' offices. The Economic 

Crime Project of the National District Attorneys Association has developed a 

system for classifying economic crimes, as part of its Uniform Economic 

Crimes Reporting System. The classification system, shown in Figure 7, 

categorizes crimes along three dimensions: the product or service involved, 

the type of transacti on, and the type of scheme •. Si nce the categori es may 

not include the entire range of offenses handled by the FCB, the list 

should be augmented where necessary. 

B.' 'Initiation'Form 

Figure 8 is a suggested form to be filled out when initiating a case 

or investigation or receiving a complaint. It is an elaboration of a form 

presently used by the FeB. Included on the form, aside from the particulars 

of the alleged offense, is the crime c1assification(s) and information 
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relating to hO~1 and \~hy the FCB was notified. Every form also includes 

a sequential AG Number, so that every complaint, investigation or case 

reaching the FCB can be checked on for later follow-up. 

C. 'Termination'Forms 

The two suggested termination forms are shown in Figures 9 and 10. 

The first one, relating to the case's fina] disposition, can be filled out 

imnediate1y after the case is completed, but it may not be possible to fill 

out the second one, relating to the impact of the vfctimization, until some 

time has elapsed. 

Included in the form shown in Figure 9 is, the crime c~assification, 

which may have changed since the initial determination. The outcome of the 

trial is to be noted, along with comnents which explain the presumed reason 

for the outcome. The resources expended during the case are also listed. 

They are to be obtained from the weekly logs (Section 0 below) of the personnel 

who participated in the case. 

The second form is to be completed on the basis of an interview with 

the victim(s), a separate form for every victim'idelltif'ied. (The occasion can 

be their notification of the final outcome of the case, after all appeals are,' 

exhausted; this may be th,e only way the victims learn of the results of their 

testimony.) This information will be used to determine the extent of the 

harm suffered by the victims. The exact procedure for determining the harm 

should be developed during the evaluation, based on the nature and extent of the 

information given by the victims. As can be seen, information on non-monetary 

harm is also requested, to allow for future consideration of including 

physical and psychological harm. 

. . ... " .. . ' 

D.' 'Weekl,Y' tog 

'. ,\ 
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Figure 11 is a weekly log of time spent on cases by each staff member 

of the FCB. It is to be used to determine the amount of resourses expended 

on each case (see Figure 9). The'actual time spent should be recorded; it 

a staff member works more than forty hours, or on Saturday or Sunday, it 

should be included so that as accurate a record as possible is obtained. 

:E.' 'MediaCoverage* 

The amount of coverage given a case by the general media is indicative 

of its interest or importance to the general public. In addition, specialized 

publications will feature articles of interest to their readership. They can 

be used as measures of awareness of the case. 

Figure 12 is a suggested form for recording the amount of coverage. 

Since the Public Information Division of the Attorney General·s Office 

(probably) subscribes to a clipping service, the coverage given the case by 

newspapers and magazines can be obtained. 

Television covel"age is measul"ed by the number of times on the air, 

and whether the coverage is local or national. Ra~io coverage is measured 

by the number of days on the air (since a given item may be broadcast hourly 

on the news), and whether the coverage is local or national. 

". 

At the end of a revenue case and its attendant publicity, tax revenues 

in the industry under scrutiny may increase, an indication of the deterrent 

*(See next page) 

*The connection between media coverage and deter~ence or aw~reness 
of economic crime is not well-established, but rather 1S assumed 1n the 
evaluation. This factor should thus not be given equal weight in ~he . 
overall evaluation -- otherwise it can be seeD as a call for ever-lncreaslng 
PR efforts bv the FeB _ ~~~~~~-
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effect of the prosecution. Fiaure 13 shows the manner in which this deterrent 
'" 

effect may be determined. The tax revenue for the industry should be obtained 

from the Iltinois Department of Revenue and Taxation. 

G. ' 'Addi ti ana 1 'Eva 1 uati \Ie' I nforma ti on 

The i nformati on des cri bed above will reach the evaluator in documentary 

form. But an evaluation should also include interviews with the FeB staff, 

as well as those who interact with the FeB. Without this, one is in danger of 
-

finding out what happened without finding outyth,y, and of learning from 

the documents only that which a person will comnit to paper. The exact nature 

of the information to be obtained from the interviews cannot be predicted or 

cateforized beforehand. 

In addition, it should be possible to determine the stated priorities 

and goals of the FeB by reading the grant application, any planning documents, 

and legislative records, if the establishment of the FeB,was taken up by the 

Illinois State Legislature. The operational practices and plans of the FeB 

should be reconciled with the FeB's stated goals. 

" 

" , 
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VI. .. USES' OF 'THE' INFORMATION ' 

This section descl~ibes some of the ways in which the evaluative 

information, ~escribed in Section V, can be used to provide timely 

managerial information. Other applications are implied, for example, analyzing 

trends in the FeB's activity, or evaluating staff personnel or FeB policies. 

Additional applications will doubtless be.found as the evaluation is routinized 

within the FeB. 

A.' 'Workload'Determination 
. ---
The nature and amount of the FeB workload can be determined from the 

inspection of the initiation and termination forms (Figures 8 and 9). For 

each type of case (using the case classification on the termination form), 

the number of cases and total hours spent on them can be obtained. Thus, 

the FeB wi 11 have a record of: the number of cases of e9,ch di fferent type; 

the total amount of FeB. resources devoted to each type, or how FeB resources 

are all ocated to the di fferent types of economi c cdme and to vari ous 

priority areas of the FeB; and the average amount of staff resources needed 

to handle each type of case. This last statistic can be of use in future 

planning. If an anticipated increase in caseload is in cases which are of 

relatively short duration, a more moderate staff increase can be planned 

for than if the added activity were expected to be in cases with large 

manpower needs. 

These same forms can be analyzed to determine how FeB workload is 

distributed between cases based on FeB staff initiative and those based on 

complaints or developed by other agencies. Thus it can be used to determine 

the extent to which FeB priorities are being followed. 
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B. ' 'Case Outcomes 

As previously stated, a raw win-loss record is useless as an evaluative 

statistic and may even be counterproductive. Figure 6 is the suggested form 

for presentafion of the information on the success of the FCB in prosecuting 

or otherwise disposing of cases. The necessary data can be found on the 

forms shown in Figures 8 and 9. 

C. Harm 

Only the harm due to property loss is discussed herein, although the 

harms of physical and psychological injuty should be included if they appear 

to be significant. 

Figure 14 is a suggested fotm of presentation of the harm data. As 

can be seen, the total figures are analyzed by type of case and by source of 

cases. 

The extent of the harm caused by economic crimes c.an also be used to 

revise the FCB's priorities, as shown in Figure 15. If a given type of 

crime is seen to have a more adverse impact than was originally assumed, the 

resources allocated to this crime type can be increased. 

,D.' Deterrence 

The only cases for which deterrence can be estimated are those involving 

patterns of nonpayment of revenue to the state by segments of industry. The 

aggregate revenue increase~ obtained from data fbr individual industries 

supplied by the Illinois Department of Revenue and Taxation, should be 

combined by the evaluator with data provided by the Census Bureau to deter

mine the impact of this effort on Illinois residents. The revenue data should 

I' 
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also be combined with workload data from the cases involved (obtained from 

the form shown in Figure 9) to determine the ifproductivity" of prosective 

actions in these areas. 

'L 'Awareness 

The source of information about awareness is twofold. First, the data 

on media coverage (case by case) gives an _ind'ication of the total popula

tion exposed to information about the FCB. However, the exposure is not 

an end in itself; the extent to which it translates-into action is of 

evaluative interest. 

The case initiation forms (Figure 8) sho~ld be analyzed to determine 

which cases, if any, have resulted in additional cbmplaints or cases filed 

or in additional victims identified. Of particular intere~t is the awareness 
\ 

of state and local governmental units in the efforts of the FeB in their 

respective areas of interest. In a Bureau as new as the FCB other 

govermental units may not be sufficiently aware of its activity; awareness of 

the FCB by these units can lead to a great deal of case referrals. 

F.' 'Information'Flow 

Figure 16 is a diagram of the information flow resulting in the evalua-

tion. This figure should be helpful in understanding the need for the 

various forms, by giving an overview of the data requirements. 
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G. OvcraJ 1 lr.lJ~act 
The FCB and other such operations can have an enormous overall impact 

that cannot be measured by any of the forms or tables included in this 

report. By focusing attention on economic crime and the harm it causes, 

there may be an increased altmreness that economic crime is just as much ureal 

crime" as street crime. It is often assumed that economic crimes 

arc more easily deterred by prison sentenc~s than are street crimes; thus, 

a chango in sentencing ppactices brought about by this awareness may help to 

rcducCJ ccotlomi c crir.le. 

Another, more intangible factor to be anticipated from focusing on 

economic' crime re]utes to the fact that the measurement of societal 

processes (such as crime) had major political ramifications, political in 

the sense that it determines holtl resources are allocated. He presently deter

mine 1I110W much crime" ther"e is by counting the number of murders, rapes, 

robberies, assaults, burglaries, larcenies, and auto thefts. Yet no one 

would say that there are the only crimes, or that there are representative 

of all crimes, or that these "span the (behavioral) space" of criminality ---in our society. They are used as a proxy m'ei'\SUl'''e for all crimes, as an 

index of crirne, by the FBI, but they have never been shown to correlate 

\,Ilth the crimes not included in the FBI's Crime Index. As a 5esult, when we 

allocate t"csourCQS to "fighting crime ll
, \'Ie normally allocate them to pro

grams \'Jhich affect these seven crimes. An increased awareness of the nature 

of economic crimes and their impact on society can have a major effect on 

the \'/ay resources are allocated to reducing the prevalence of economic crime. 

_____________________ w 
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ARREST LOG 

Date of Arrest -----------------------------------------------------
Registration Number ----------------------------------------------------
Person Arrested -----------------------------------------------------
Age of Person Arrested ___________________________________ _ 

Address of Arrested Person ---------------------------------------
Business Name and Address ---------------------------------------------

Comp 1 a i nant _________________________________________________ _ 

Original Court Date 
and Continuances 

Court Di spos it ion __________________________ ...,--_____________ _ 

FIGURE 1. 

Case Number ___ -------

ARREST LOG, INVESTIGATIDNS DIVISION, 
ILLINOIS DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE AND TAXATION 



REVENUE DOCKET 

DEF. NAHE __________ _ OFFENSE -------------------
ADDRESS CIVIL -------------------------

UNREPORTED REC. -------
nOSINESS UNREPORTED TAX 

------------~--------- -------
CRIMINAL 

UNREPORTED REC. --------
OPl? COUNSEL UNREPORTED TAX ---_.------------------ -------
ADDRESS 

COMPLAJ:NANT -----------------FUONg_-____________ _ 
JUDGE ROOM -------

ASSIGNED TO: 

IU!1i1A1tRs : 

COURT 
DATE PROCEEDINGS IN CAUSE 

--,,-, .. +,,------------'--------------------
__ -I-__ " .•• u.-",,_ .. _____________ ~ ___________ _ 

FIGURE 2a. DOCKET SHEET, REVENUE CASES 
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DOCKET INFORNATION 

DEF. NAME, ___________ _ OFFENSE __________ _ 

ADD~ESS _____________ _ CIVIL 

UNREPORTED REC. ______ _ 

BUS I NESS ______ , _______ _ UNREPORTED TAX _______ _ 

NATURE OF-. __________ _ 

UNREPORTED REC, _______ _ 

OPP. COUNSEL, ___________ _ UNREPORTED TAX, _______ _ 

ADDRESS, _____________ _ 

PHONE, _____________ - COMPLAINANT _______ _ 

JUDGE ________ ROOM,_' _ 
ASSIGNED TO: _______ ----

REMARKS: 

FIGURE 2b. DOCKET SHEET, OTHER CASES 



- FINANCIAL ·CRiMES. PROSECUTiON BUREAU INVESTiGATION:.__ ~ 
,DEFEND!\NT.ISi .... ___ ~_._. _____ ____ 
"'--- ...... ---,---..., 

.. -.. -~~---------County: 
-.... ... --- .. -..... ... --- ..... -----~----

t "'--'---~ __ ~. ________ •• ____________ ... 

:, DATE HEC:___ DATE ClOSED: __ _ 
ASSISTANT_ .... ______ _ 

FIGURE 3. INDEX FILE CARD 
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FINANCIAL CRIMES BUREAU 

Summary of Activity~ 

Numbered initiated 

Number terminated 

Number ongoing 

Cases 

Month of 

Sources of new cases/investigations; 

FCB-initiated 

Other agencies 

Citizen 

Other 

Investigations 

Types of case/investigation termination; 

No Violation found 

Out-of-court settlement 

Consent decree _____ _ 

Nolo contendere ____ _ 

Guilty Plea _____ _ 

Trial: guilty ____ _ 

Tr'; al : not gui 1 ty 

Losses/restitution represented by closed cases 

$ losfes; $ resti tution 

These are the equivalent of __ days pay lost, 

of ____ days pay, for the ci ti zens of III i noi s. 

FIGURE 6 SA~'PLE SUM~'ARY SHEET 
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, 1~,'IlSM11(HI 
~""~l'*~t.~~-a'l1:.li'OCr.u:n.~~ 

(2J !\\llcnl,,!.Jl11:S) '01 I\J\'et l1:<lllo.J 

Cl 0.301:11\9 (14 Appropriations) 

136 Chllrl.tic~) 

~O~ Contests 

02 Contrncts 
03 Ctedit nnu I~uns 

03 Construction 04- OintribuloTshlps, 
Frilnchisu OC Credit Cnrd~ 

~OS Debt Collection 
OS Gu~rnnL~~s nnd W<lrra~tie~ • 

06 li¢bt COllsol i d.3 lion 
07 ~ncr~y 

08 ~st~tes - NiGsing Heirs 
09 Food 
10 Govc rlllllO/\ t ~ Income Tel( 
11 Govern~ent ~ ~elfnre • 
1~ Govt'rnment - Gon<:lr<ll 
13 Horoe lwprovc~~nts 

1C 1l0\Ising - Cond~~linium 

15 Housing ~ Landlord-Tennnt 
16 llous ing ~ ~:Obile Horr,es 

17 JlClusing - G"l1er<ll 
18 Job Opportunities 
(37 Hagazincs) 
19 Medical - Cosmetics, dru1~. 

treaLments (procluct~) 

20 .ledical· Health care, nursing 
homes (services) 

21. Medic.3l - Welfare 
22 r.emueTshirr., Clubs 
23 ":erchllnc.'ine - "\llo 
24 Y.erchn;H!i~e - Appl iance 
2S Mcrchnntlir.e - TV/Hadio 
26 Mcrchnndisu - General 
2' I'ro(essionlll Services 
28 Ilc<ll f.st.3l<:l - Imprc>vcd 

06 Inslll'~nce 

07 Inve~lwcnts 

08 I'tocurement 
09 llenl"l 
10 J\~'pilir 

11 Sillcs - Door-to·door 
12 
13 

l4 

S7 
98 
99 

Sl\les ~ General 
Solieil<ltlons 
lIppropri'<l Hans 

Unknown 
Other 
Not l>pplicable 

(snle o( prop~Tty su~h as farms, 
industrial, corr.::,t!rcial, tesitlcntiall 

29 J\eal EsL.1te - Unimpro\'eu 
(land for ho~esilno, re~rel\tiQnal usc) 

3D J\cal Estate ~ Ccroet~ry lotr. 
31 Schools ~ Sulf~improv~nent, home study, 
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32 Securities - ce>rl'or.3tc 
33 Sceuritico ~ General 

34 Tran~portation ~ J\.3ilroads, I\irlilla~. 
busc~, l~ki~ (pa~n~n9cr) 
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.. 
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~l~o~~H.~ru::'~,",,~"~" 

01 1\,I\'n"c:~ leu 
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O( Jlribot)' - Other 
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08 Emhezzlement 
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(p<lrtial or t~till) 

11 Failure to honor c<'oling oft: pedod 
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SUBJECT 

OTHERS INVOLVED 

FACTS: 

A.G. NUMBER 

COMPLAINANT 

Date of Initial Contact 

COUNTY 

SOURCE: 
1. FCB initiated 

__ From newspaper ad 
From news item 
Based on other state's experience (Organized Crime Newsletter, Economic Crime 

Newsletter, other) 
Other ______________ _ 

2. Referred from anothe~~ governmental agency 

3. 

4. 

__ Investigations Division of Illinois Department of Revenue 
__ Other state agency __________ _ 

SEC 
Other federal agency 
Other 

Private organization (BBB,CAP) 
Citizen complaint 
A. Relationship to alleged offender 

___ . Employee or former employee 
__ Competitor 

Customer or Client 
Other ___________ _ 

B. Why FCB' was called 
_____ Standard operating procedure 
__ Referred by another agency 

__ Referred by 1 awyer 
_ Publicity surrounding another i 

FIGURE 8. SAMPLE INTAKE FORM . . 
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FINANCIAL CRIMES BUREAU 

Case Termination Form 

Investigation No. ------- Case No. --------------------
Outcome: 

1. _No crime committed 
2. Illegal practice voluntarily discontinued 

Victims reimbursed % of loss ----
No restitution 
Other 

3. No prosecution 

Too complicated and long to present before a local grand jury 
Insufficient evidence 
Other 

4. Consent decree 
5. Nolo contendere plea 
6. Out-of-court settlement 
7. Guilty plea 
8. Trial Jury -- Bench 

Guilty verdict 
Not guilty 

--

Victimization: $ losses; $ ____ restitution 

equivalent to man-days lost; 

Sentence (s): Fines 
restituti on eqlli va 1 ent to _---'man-days 

Sentences 
D1 

D2 

D3 

Resourc~s: 

COM~IENTS : 

___________ investigator man-days 

____________ accountant man-days 

____________ attorney man-days 

_ _______ other 

FIGURE 9. SAMPLE TERMINATION FORM 
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F1NANCIAL CRIMES BUREAU 

Case Termination Form; Victim Interview 

(Fill out a separate form for each victim) 

Investigation No. Case No, ~ __________ _ 

Victim _________ __ Interviewer _____ --:-___ _ 

1. Family income bracket 

_ $ a ... 5000 

15 .. 20 

30 - 35 

$ 5 ~ 10,000 

20 - 25 

35 .. 40 
;. 

$ 10 '" 15,000 

25 - 30 

over $40;000 

2, Approximate direct losses due to crime $ --.-_____ _ 

3. Indirect losses: time lost from work ____ ~ (paid anyway? yes/no) 
Other _. _____ _ 

4. Other circumstances attributable to crime (e,g., lost job, divorce) 

5. Any injul"ies or hospital ization? _______ days 
Cost over and above insurance $ _____ _ 

6. Restitution made? How much $ ---------
How long after loss? _______ months 

Additional comments concerning effect of crime: 

FIGURE 10 - SAMPLE VICTIM INTERVIEW FORM 

", .... ', 

. ........ 

FINANCIAL CRIMES BUREAU 

Weekly Log of Activity 

Name, ____________________________ _ 

Week Ending Friday, __________ , 19_ 

Case Number Sat Sun Mon Tue Wed . Thu t, Fr i l 

. 

.. 
Administrative .. -
9t her 

(Estimate time to the nearest half-hour.) 

FIGURE 11. TIME LOG 
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FINANCIAL CRIMES BUREAU 

Media Coverage 

Case: AGNumber ----------------

PRINTED MEOlA 

Newspapers: 

III inols Da~(s) Number of 
~ 

O-I'her 

Magazlnes l trade ,journa Is 
. 

ELECTRONIC MEDIA 

Television: 

Local Number of spots (days) 

National 

Radio; 

Local --

National 

FIGURE 12. MEDIA'COVERAGE 
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Tax revenue 
from Ind,ustry X' 

-

FIGURE 13. 

--------~--~--~-------------

1910 

Increase in revenue attributable 
to the deterrent effect of 
prosecution 

I 
I 
r------

1971 .. 177/f 

Prosecution 
commenced In 
In 1973 

ESTIMATING THE DETERRENT EFFECT 



FINANCIAL CRIMES BUREAU 

In an effort to present the work of the Financial Crimes Bureau in terms 

of the impact of economic crimes on the citizens of I I I inois, we are using 

as a measure of harm the amount of property loss, measured both in terms of 

dol lars and in terms of the number of working days this loss represents. 

By way of contrast we are including the figures for robbery and burglary 

determined in national surveys by the Census ~ureau for ~he Law Enforcement 

Assistance Administration. 

Using as a measure "the number of days pay lost" takes into account the 

abi lity of the victims to afford the loss. It helps in determining how to 

al locate resources devoted to enforcing the criminal laws. 

Total Per case 
", Per househo I d . 

$ No-:-of days Crime type p No. of days pay pay $ No. of days pay 
, , . 

Stock fraud 
Pyrami d schemes 
Tax evasion 
Etc. 

Robbery (LEAA 
Burg I ary dat :I) 

FIGURE 14. SUGGESTED PRESENTATION OF HARM DATA 



rPri~ritlesdetermined by: - - -
I 

Laws, grant Other Results of 
appl ication agencies victimization 

Pre lim ina ry 
assessment 

survey 

Nolle'd or 
shelved 

Follow-up: 
Immedi ate 
or delayed 

Final 
case 
status 

FIGURE 15. PRIORITY DETERMINATION 

Harm due 
to cri me 

Media 
pub I i city 
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Sources of 
Information 

'ri me 

Forms 
Evaluation 
Factors ::":""::'---

Complainant, 
via AAG 

C I ass i f i cai-I on .~' 
I------------------___ ~ Intake form t----I---,;~ Wo rk loa d I J--------'

AAG 

:...--------t Priorities 

,----._---"' 
terminatio Case 

II--\-I----.:;~ outcomes 
l~-_~~_--l, 

V I ct i m i zai- ion 
i-arm I nat i on 
form 

[
PIO edla 
~=;:==:;:;====~LJ..-------~ cove rage Hadio, TV 

1-~\-7'1' Awarenes~ 

Illinois Dept. 1 ~ 
of Revenue and~~---------------------------------~7- Deterre~ 
Taxation _ 

FIGURE 16. INFORMATION FLdw IN THE FCB EVALUATION 
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